
Older Americans Act Twitter Chat  
Primary Hashtag: #WeAreOAA 
Tuesday, May 24th at 1pm EST 

 

Created in partnership with the Leadership Council of Aging Organizations. For questions, please contact Grace 
Whiting at gracewhiting@caregiving.org.  

 

Details 
Join the #WeAreOAA chat in honor of Older Americans Month to discuss the Older Americans Act 
program and the need for additional investment, now that the OAA has been reauthorized. Led by 
organizations from the Leadership Council of Aging Organizations (@LCAgingOrgs), this chat will provide 
an online forum for aging advocates, older Americans, and family caregivers to connect. We will be 
providing background information on the Act, answering questions about why it is important, and 
soliciting stories from people whose lives have been impacted by the Act.   
 
@LCAgingOrgs will lead the chat by asking questions for the group to participate.  
 
Date/Location 
Tuesday, May 24th at 1pm EST  
www.twitter.com/#weareoaa  
www.twubs.com/WeAreOAA  
 
Hashtags 
The primary hashtag for this chat is #WeAreOAA. Additional hashtags, which you can use to increase the 
reach of the tweets, are: #aging #health #OAA #olderadults.  
 
Suggested Chat Promotion and Schedule  
 

  

Date Participation Promotional Tweets 

May 17 All 
Calling #aging Americans! Join the #WeAreOAA chat on 5/24 at 1pm ET 
with @ACLgov @ElderCareTeam and @LCAgingOrgs  

May 18 - 
21 

All 
Do you know what the OAA does for you? Find out at the #WeAreOAA chat, 
5/24 at 1pm ET twubs.com/WeAreOAA 

All 
Join us for the #WeAreOAA chat on 5/24 at 1pm ET - we're talking about 
#aging and #OlderAmericans!  twubs.com/WeAreOAA 

All 
Have questions about #WeAreOAA? Join us on 5/24 at 1pm ET  
twubs.com/WeAreOAA #aging #reauth #OlderAmericans 

All 
Need clarity on #WeAreOAA? Join us on 5/24 at 1pm ET for our chat!  
twubs.com/WeAreOAA #aging #reauth #OlderAmericans 

May 23 
All 

Don't miss the #WeAreOAA chat this week! Join us, 5/24 at 1pm ET   
twubs.com/WeAreOAA #health #aging #reauth 

All 
#WeAreOAA chat at 1pm ET tomorrow - join our discussion on the Older 
Americans Act twubs.com/WeAreOAA 

 
May 24 

All 
Will you be there? We're talking #WeAreOAA at 1pm ET today  
twubs.com/WeAreOAA #aging #OlderAmericans 

All 
Will you be there? We're talking #WeAreOAA at 1pm ET  
twubs.com/WeAreOAA #aging #OlderAmericans 

http://www.twitter.com/#weareoaa
http://www.twubs.com/WeAreOAA
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Chat Agenda/Schedule 
On May 24, 2016, leading up to the chat we will send reminder tweets out to encourage people to 
participate.  
 

May 24 – 
12:55 PM ET 

Your Twitter 
Handle 

The #WeAreOAA chat starts in 5 minutes! Introduce yourself if you're 
joining #aging #OlderAmericans | Questions from @LCAgingOrgs 

May 24 – 
1:00 PM ET  

@LCAgingOrgs Welcome to the #WeAreOAA chat! We're ready to get started! 

May 24 – 
1:01 PM ET  

@LCAgingOrgs 
#WeAreOAA hosts will answer your Q's: @LCAgingOrgs 
@ElderCareTeam @ACLgov & more!  

 
How to Participate 
The initial topic questions will be coming from @LCAgingOrgs. Please retweet topics from 
@LCAgingOrgs  and questions from the audience or other co-hosts so that these do not get lost during 
the course of the chat.  
 
If this is your first chat, you can follow along at our Twubs page: http://twubs.com/WeAreOAA. Twubs 
allows you to follow the chat in real time at a pace comfortable for your communications team.  
 
When discussing a topic, please reply with the same number as the topic. For example, if Question 1 is 
“Q1: Why is the Older Americans Act important?”, then begin your answer with “A1:” and use the 
hashtag #WeAreOAA. Participants will retweet your tweets and reply as would happen in conversation.   
 
Questions listed below will come from the Twitter handle @LCAgingOrgs.  
 
Chat Questions & Run of Show  
 

Time Questions Participation 

1:00p  Welcome to the #WeAreOAA Twitter Chat on the Older Americans 
Act! @LCAgingOrgs #aging 
 

RT; Reply w/ Intro Tweet 

1:01p  Today’s guests include the many wonderful organizations who are 
part of @LCAgingOrgs #WeAreOAA  
 
 

RT; Reply w/ Intro Tweet 

1:02p  Before we get started, a couple housekeeping rules.  
 

RT; Reply w/ Intro Tweet 

1:03p Feel free to share links during the discussion!  
#WeAreOAA #aging 
 

RT; Reply w/ Intro Tweet 

1:04p Take a moment to introduce yourself & then let’s get started!  
#WeAreOAA #aging 
 

RT; Reply w/ Intro Tweet 

1:05p Q1: What is the Older Americans Act? Why is it important for 
America? #WeAreOAA  
 
 

Reply with A1 
 

http://twubs.com/WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23aging
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23aging
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23aging
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
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1:07p Q2: How does the Older Americans Act support healthy 
#aging? #WeAreOAA  
 

Reply with A2– focus on 
nutrition, falls prevention, 
disease prevention services, 
etc.  
 

1:09p Q3: What are the key programs under the Older Americans 
Act? #WeAreOAA  
 

Reply with A3  

1:15p Q4: “Did You Know” – What are some facts people don’t know about 
government programs for older adults? #WeAreOAA  
 

Reply with A4 

1:25p Q5: How does the Older Americans Act help older adults stay safe in 
their homes and communities? #WeAreOAA  
 

Reply with A5 

1:35p Q6: Why does the Older Americans Act need more 
funding? #WeAreOAA  
 

Reply with A6 

1:37p Q7: How does the Older Americans Act protect older Americans 
from harm? #WeAreOAA  
 

Reply with A7 
 

1:45p Q8: How has the Older Americans Act impacted you or your 
community? Share your story #WeAreOAA  
 

Reply with A8 

1:55p Thanks everyone for a great #WeAreOAA chat!  
 

RT; Reply 

1:56p For more info on #aging in America, follow @LCAgingOrgs   RT; Favorite 
 

 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23WeAreOAA
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23aging
https://twitter.com/LCAgingOrgs

